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Abstract. Let L be a language recognized by a nondetexministic d-dimensional Turing machine 
with one worktape head of time complexity T(n). Then L can be recognized by a deterministic 
Turing machine of space complexity (T(n) log T(n))d’(dcl’ .The proof employs a generalization of
crossing sequences. 
It is generally believed th? She zomputational resources time and space can be 
exchanged for enrb other. Fcr ii~star~ce, a progralm that saves space (storage) by 
compressing data spcrlds eT;tra time encoding thle data and decoding the stored 
representation. Some data structures use minimum space, but require long access 
times; others reduce access times by occupying large amounts of memory. Quan- 
titative tradeoffs have been established between time and space for multitape Turing 
machines [1] and for straight-line programs [6, 8,9]. 
Recently, Paul and Reischuk [S, 71 proved that the tradeoff of Hopcroft, Paul, and 
Valiant [l] is not an artifact of the linearity of the Turing machine tapes: every 
deterministic multitape multidimensional Turing machine of time complexity T( n ) 
can be simulated by a deterministic Turing machine of space complexity 
T(n) c ‘os*T(n)/Iog T(n) for some constant c. We d&se a space bound for a restricted 
class of multidimensional Turing machines: for every nondeterministic d-dinrsn- 
sional machine M with one 
deterministic Turing machine 
space (T(n) log T(n))d”d+l), 
(T(n) log T(n))dl’d+? 
worktape head that runs in time T(n), therp is a 
A# such that M’ alccepts he same language as M in 
provided that T(n) is constructible in space 
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Section 2 introduces definitions, including a generalization of crossing sequences. 
Section 3 describes a deterministic simulation of a nondeterministic d-dimensional 
machine .M with just one worktape head, aild Section 4 proves that this simulation 
uses space (T(n) log T(?#“‘+l) when M runs in time T(n). (All logarithms are 
taken to base 2.) The simulation and proof generalize Paterson’s i 31 for the case 
d=l. 
2. raitisns 
Fix a finite alphabet C and a positive integer d. A worktape over C Is a set of cells, 
each of which can contain a symbol in C. A worktape is d-dimensional If its cells are in 
bijective correspondence with Zd, the set of d-tuples of integers. For every 
x in zd there is a unique worktape cell C(X) at location x. LoWiOn (xl, . . . , xd) 
is adjacent to locations (~1 f 1, ~2, . . . , xd), (x1, x2* 1, . . . , xd), . . . , and 
(X1$ X2, l l l , xd f 11). In zd let d?() := (0, 0, . . . , 0). A box B is a subset of Zd 
comprising the dtuples 
for some integers al, bl, . . . , ad, bd. The boundary of B is the subset of locations 
(x,, l l l P xd) such that for some i either xi = ai or xi = bi. The vohlme Ipf B, denoted 
IBI, is the number of locations that it comprises. A content fun&n on a box B is a 
map from B to C ; such a function specifies the contents of cells whose locations 
are in B. 
A d-dimensional Turing machine (with alpha%t 2) has a d-dimensional worktape 
on which the worktape head can move one cell along any of the d orthogonal 
dimensions in either positive or negative direction at each step; if the head reads cell 
C(X) at step s, then at step s + 1 it reads a cell at a location adjacent o X. In each cell 
the worktaple head can write a symbol from C. The input to &e machine is presented 
on a two-way read-only input tape. Initially, at step 0, the worktape is completely 
blank, the input head is positioned on the leftmost symbol of the input word, and the 
worktape head reads cell C(ao). 
Le&M be a nondeterministic d-dimensional Turing machine (with one worktape 
head) that runs in Lime T(n) on inputs of length n: for every word of length n that M 
accepts there is an accepting computation of at most T(E) steps. Assume that M 
reads all of its input-T(n) 2 n-and that T(n) is constructible in space 
(‘i”(n) log T(n))d’(d ‘? The worktape head remains on cells whose locations are in 
the box 
Bofn) := [-Tiin), T(n)] x [-T(n), T(n)] x l l * XC-T(~), TWI. 
We may assumr: without loss of generality that to accept an input word, M halts 
w ith its worktape e&rely blank, its worktape head positioned on C(Q), and its input 
head’on the leftmost symbol of the input word. (If necessary, M can be mlodified to 
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erase its worktape by depth-first search on the cells that it has visited; the modified 
mach3ne runs in time O(T(n)).) For the remainder of this chapter we consider the 
computation(s) of IU in a fixed input word of 1eng;th R. 
A partial configurath v on a box B consists of 
a content function a;, on B, 
a state, 
a step number, 
a position on the input tape, and 
a worktape cell location X~ such that either X~ E B or X, = _l $rnsp cified). 
Let co be the partial configuration on B&z) that spzcifies the initial configuration on 
1M at step 0. .For t 2 1, let cyt be t5e partiaf configuration on Bo( II j wit’ step number it 
that specifies the (unique) accepting corlfiguration of 1w. 
Suppose B and B’ arh boxes such that I?’ G B. Let 7r be a partial configuration on B 
and p be a partial configuration on B’ that differs /From v in only 40 ways: 
(i) aP is tne restriction of cr, to B’; tand 
(ii) if X~ E B’, then X, =x,; otherwise, if r,& B’! then xQ = 1.. 
Then p is the restriction of w to B’; write p = p\B’. 
For partial configurations ‘R and p on box B define the relation rr t-p to hold if v 
and p could be partial configurations at ‘successive steps of a computation of Ad. More 
precisely, 7r t-p if the step number of p is larger than] that of ar by exactly 1 and one of 
the following is true: 
(i) X, Z I and X, # I I and p can result from 71 bty a single transition of 1M: when r 
A4 is started in the state of 7r with its worktape head on C(x,) reading a;l(xV) and its 
input head at the io?put positio:l of n; it may write G&) on C(x,,,), change its state to 
the state of p, and meve its ;Norktape head to C(X,) and its input head to the inlput 
position of p. (Thus, a, and gP differ only on x,, and xP is adjacent to x,.) 
(ii) X~ is on the boundary of B and PK@ = I and p tail resuh from n by a su@z 
transition of A4 in T&ich the worktape head moves from C(X,) to a cell outsidt: &:. 
(iii) X, = I and X, is on the boundary of B and cl?* = cP. 
(iv) x, = 1 and x,, = 1. and a, = a~,. 
Call (ii) an exit transition and (iii) an enby transition. 
Crossing sequences [2] have been employed to study computations of con- 
ventional one-dimensional Turing machines, We use a more general notion. Durirrg 
a computation of A& a crossing event from box ,iBj tlo box & occurs at step s if the 
worktape head moves from a cell C(K~) at location x1 in I31 to a cc:1 C(x,) at adjacent 
location x2 in B2 at the tud of step s. The crokng record for a crossing event specifies 
s, xl, ~2, the state of the machine, and the posilition of (the input head at the end of step 
s. Call s the step number of the crossing recor& This record exits 131 and enters B2. Let 
R be a set of crossing records. The earliest record of J!R has the s5mallest ep number; 
the latest record has the largest step number. The restriction of R to a box B, written 
R \B, comprises precisely the records of R fgr which sl E I3 or x2 E B ; the restriction 
of I? to an interval of steps [sl, 4, written R\[sl, 321, is the selbset of records for 
which s E [PI, 4. 
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Let r and p be part ial configurations on a box B. A partialcomputation from IT to p 
is a sequence of prrtial configurations v = ~0, ~1, . . . , vk = p on B such that 
qi !-- wi+l for each i. A set of crossing records that enter or exit B can s lecify the entry 
and exit transitions of a partial computation. Let R be a set of crossing records that 
enter or exit B. The triple (71; p, R) is compatible if there is a partial computation from 
rr to p for which R specifies the entry and exit transitions. Define the predicate 
Comp(?r, p, R) to be true if and only if (n, p, R) is compatible. 
Call (n; p, R) consistent if either (i) or (ii) holds: 
(i) R = 8 and either X, = l_=xPorboth.xmeBandx,,EB; 
(ii) (a) R #0; 
(b) the records in R, strictly ordered by step number, alternate between 
records that enter B and records that exit B; 
(c) if X* E B, then the earliest record in R exits B; if X* = 1, then the earliest 
record in R enters B; and 
(d) if X, E B, then the latest record in R enters B ; if x, := I, then the latest 
record in R exits B. 
When (71; y, R) is compatible, (n; p, R) is necessarily consistent. 
Define a predicate for a box B, a positive integer t, and a set of crossing records R : 
Blank-Comp(B, t, R) := Comp(to, or,\B, R). 
Machine A4 accepts the input word if and only .if Blank-Comp(Bo(n), s, 0) is true for 
some t. 
3. Simulatiion 
To determine whether A4 accepts its input word, deterministic Turing machine 1M’ 
checks whether Bldk-Comp(Bo(n), t, 0) is true by repeatedly partitioning the bar, 
Be(n) and the step interi.al [ 1, t]. ZJsing a balanced divideland-conquer method, M’ 
introduces either a set of crossing records or a partial configuration to ascertain 
recursively whether a partial computatl.on on a box e.xists. The consistency condition 
ensures that partial compurPtions on tli~o boxes can be combined. 
Lemma 1, which is straightforward IS rove, guarantees that for each box, there is 
some partition into two boxes that induces a small number of crossing events. To 
simplify our arguments, we neglect to distinguish among t, 121, and [zl for real 
numbers t ; ORC can justify this simplification routinely, 
. Let B be a box with volume u = IB1. Let s2 as1 be steps during a 
computation of&T and s = sz-sl. There is a partition of B into two boxes B1 and .I32 
such that 
(i) the number of crossing events between Br and B2 durkg [sl -I- 1, ~23 is at most 
~s/v”~, and ’ 
(ii) BI and B, have vo!umeP between $V and 3~. 
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We describe the simulating machine M’ informally. It is not difficult to verify that 
M’ correctly simulates A4 
When a procedure is invoked, it is constrained to operate within an amount of 
space determined by the calling procedure. If this amount of space is insufficient, 
then the invoked procedure reports a failure to the caller. Both procedures BLANK- 
COMP and COMP run strategies in par&l space with space bounds For s = 1; 2, 3, 
. . . , they give each strategy S cells to execute. If one strategy completes uccessfully 
(without failure of one of its procedure calls), then the value that it computes is the 
value returired. 
MAIN PROC,RAM FOR hf‘ 
For t=+.., T(n) calculate BLANK-COMP (B&I), t, 0) with space bound 
(Tin) 10, ‘~d’(d? If BLANK-COMP (B&z), t, 0) completes uccessfully and is true 
for some t, &en at,eyt the input word. Otherwise, reject the input word. 
Pt’OC&W! 1 ‘.ANK-COMP (~9, t, R): 
Inputs: Box b, positive integer t, set of crossing records JZ that enter or exit B. 
Output: The value of Blank-Camp (B, rt, R ). 
Assumptbn: There is a space bound for this procedure call. 
,!et?zod: Let L = (Bl. Run the following two strategies in parallel space with space 
bounds. If this invocation of BLANK-COMP runs out of space, then report a failure. 
Strategy B 1: Return the value of COMP (ho, cw,\B, R). 
Stralegy 82: If (LO, ar,\B, R is not consistent, then return false. Iterating throut;:h 
all partitions of B ink:, two b&es B1, Bz with volumes between iv and $Y and through 
all sets R’ of at most 3t/li;1’d crossing records for crossing events between B1 and B,z* 
search tor B1, &, and R’ for which both BLANK-COMP(&, t, (R uR’)\BI) and 
BLANK-COMP(&, t, (I? u I?‘)\&) are true. If suitable &, &, and R’ are found, then 
return tlzlue; otherwise, return false. 
Procedwe COMP(n~, 712, R): 
Inprcts: Partial configurations ~1 and ‘~2 on the same box B, set of crossing records R 
that enter or exit B. 
Output: The value of Comp(nl, 7~2, R). 
Assumption: There is a space bound on this procedure call. 
Method: Let Y = IBI and r = IRI; let s1 be the step number of ~1 and sz be tlhe step 
number of 7~ and s = s2-sl, Verify that (~1~ 7r2, R) is consistent; if it is not, then 
return false. If Y = 1, then return true if (~1, 71r2, R) is compatible or; thcl one cell 
whose location is in R, false if not. If s = 1, then return true if ~1 I- 7r2 and, ii this is an 
entry or exit transition, R specifies the transition; otherwise, return fak. For Ear ger v 
and S, run the following three strategies in parallel space with sl:ace bounds. Ip thus 
invocati.on of COMP runb OM of space, then report a failure. 
Strategy Cl : Reduce r. Determine a step s’ at which IR\[s~ + 1, .+]I= $r. Enu- 
merating all partial configurations rr’ on B, search for ?I’ with step number s’ such 1 
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that both COMP(T~, d, R\[sI -I- I, s’]) and co~P(w’, ~2, R\[s’+ 1, s2]) are true. 
Return true if an appropriate ss’ is found, false if not. 
Strategy C2: Reduce s. Set s’ = (st +s2)/2. As in Strategy cl, search for VT’ with 
step number s’ such Ithat both COMP(W~, d, R\[sl + 1, s’]) and COMP~', 9~2, R\[s' + 
1, ~23) are true. 
Strategy C3: Reduce U. Enumerating all partitions of B into two bcxe;; Br, .& with 
volumes between iv and $v and through all sets R’ af g\t most 3:3/~“~ crossing 
records for crossing events between Bi and B2, search for ai, &, a;ald R’ for which 
both COMP(~~\&, n2\B1, CR vi?‘)\&) and co~e(?rl\&, ‘PTZ\&, (R vR’)\B2) are 
true. If suitable B1, 132, and R’ are found, then return true ; otherwise, return false. 
y&s of the sinnaplaticon 
We show that M’ uses space 0(( T(n) log T(Jz))~‘(~+“). The amount of space used 
by procedures COMP alnd BLANK-COMP is dominated by the storage required for the 
input parameters. 
Since every location of the d-dimensional worktape can be *pecified by a list of d 
integers written in binary:, each box B in B&z) can be specified in space O(log T(n)). 
A content function on a. box of volume u requires space proportional to v to store. 
Thus, each partial configuration can be stored in space 0( v + log T(n \). Since each 
crossing, record can ble stcpred inspace O(log T(n)), a set of r crossing I ecords can be 
stored in space O(r log Z”(n)). 
Let &(v, r, s) denote the space required by COMP to run successfully on all inputs 
(~1, ~2, R) such that ~1 and ITS are partial configurations on a box B with step 
numbers s1 and 3:~ for which v = IBI, r = IRI, and s L= s2 - sl. The definition of COMP 
implies 
S&,, r, 5) < kl(v + (r + 1) log T) 
+min{&(v, $r, s), S&v, r, $S), S&v, r + 3sl~‘ld, S)) 
for a constant k-1. Similarly, left SB( Y, r) denote the maximum space required by 
BLANK-COMP on inputs (B, T, R) for which v = 1~1 and r = IRl. The definition of 
BLANK-c0hRP’ implies 
&,(v~ r) < k;!(r + 1) log T +min(S&, r, T), S&v, r + 3Tb’ld)) 
for a constant k2,, 
Fix S := d/(d -t 1) and 
k3 :z 2 x 18”‘. 
(Choose constants k4,, ks, kdl and k, suclh that 
(1) 
k4;3L,klk3+k&f, (3) 
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ks’ - {f)“d(k5 + 3j, 
kg s ($)l’dks - k2k5!, 
14) 
(5) 
k, 2 4 k4 + (kz + kd)ks + kg. 6) 
Lemma 2. S&, r, s) s k& + (r + 1 + log s) log T + (s log T)‘). 
Proof. By induction on (v, r, s), in lexicographic order. If Y = 1 or s = 1, !hen COMP 
uses only the space occupied by the inputs, kl(v + (r + 1) log T) space. Otherwise, 
there are four cases. 
Case 1: v++l)log T and ral. Then 
Sc(v,r,s)~kl(u+(r+l)log TS+S&,$r,d 
s (2kl(r + 1) +$k4r) log T + k& + (1 -t log s) log T f (s log T)“) 
skdrlog T+kd(V+(l+logs)log T+(s log T)“) 
because kd satisfies (2) and r 2 1. 
Case 2: v G log T and r = 8. By (2) again, 
Sc(v,O,s)~kl(u+logT)+SC(V,Q,~s) 
G 2kI log T + k4(1 +log is) log T + k& + (s log T)‘) 
G kq log T + k4(log s) log T + k& + (s log T)*). 
Cczse 3: v + (r + 13 log T s E,~(s log T)“. Use (3) to establish that 
s (kIks + k4/26)(s log T)” + k& + (r + 1 + log is) log T) 
G k4(s log T)’ + k4(v + (r + 1+ log s) log T). 
Case 4: v 2 (r + 1) log T and v + (r + i> tog T 3 k3(s log T)“. In this, case, 
k3(s log T)8 G 2v, 
hence since S = d/(d + l), 
(s log T)lviid 2 (21 k#‘% 
Therefore, 
(7) 
S&V, r, s) s kl(v + (1’ + 1) log T) +&($v, r + 3s/~l’~, S) 
~(2kI+$~4)v+k4((r-t-1+3s/v1’d+logs)log T+(s log TY) 
s (2kl +$kq + 3k4(2/k$“)v 
+ kll((r + 1 +log s) log T f (s log T)“) 
s k4v + k4.((r + 19 log s) log ‘I’ -+ (s log T)‘) 
by (7), (l), and (9. 
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S&r, r) G kq(T ,“g T)” + k&og T)*- k6(T log T)/v~‘~. . 
E?roof. By induction on u. There are two cases. 
Case 1: Y 3~ 3( T log T)‘. According to the hypotheses, 
(r + 1) log T G ks(T log T)/(‘i’ log T)‘ld = ks(T log T)‘. (8) 
Lemma 2., (8), and (6) imply 
,SB( V, r) G kz(r + 1) log T + S&, r, T) 
6 k4L;V+,krl(r+1+log Tjlog T+(k&s+k+)(Tlog TbS 
s (3 k4 + (k2 + k4)ks + k4)( T log TjL; + kq (log T)* 
s k7(T Ijog T)’ - k6( T log T)/v ‘Id + k4(log T)*. 
Case 2: P >* 3( T log T)‘? By definition, hypothtisis, and (4), 
,Y + 1 -t 317~‘~~ 3:; (ks +3)Tf 11~‘~ = ($)“d(k5 + ~)T/($v)“~ s ksT/($#‘d. 
‘Thus, by :induction and (5), 
SEl(y;r)~k~(r+1)logT+S&~,r+3T/~1’d) 
6 ks(T Ilog, T)” -I- k,&og T)* + (k2ks - ($)“‘dkc)(T log T)/v”~ 
G k,( T Ilog T)” + k4(log Tj* - k6( T log T) f w ‘Id. 
Theorena 1, For all T(n) ;il n thud can be constructed in space (T(n) log T(n)jd’ld+‘), 
every nondeterministic d-dimensional machine M *tiridr one worktape head that runs in 
time T(n) can be simulated by a deterministic Turir,:g machine in space 
(T(n) log T(n))d’(d? 
Proof. Section. 3 presents 511 simulation of M by a deterministic machine M’. The main 
progradn for M’ calls BILANK-C:OMP with actual i,jarameters @o(n), t, 8). Since 
I&(n)l~: T(n)” 2 (T(Q) log T(n))‘, Lemma 3 implies that M’ uses space 
&(I&(n)l, 0) = O((T(n) log T(#). Apply constant=factor tape reduction [2] to 
decrease the space to (T(n) log T(n))‘. 
The constructibility hypothesis in 7’heorem 3. seems essential because a 
nondetermini~sitic machine 1;‘M may rejec its input word ‘b ailing to halt. The 
simulator should have a bound on the number e)f lsteps of to simulate before 
that M rejects its input. If M is deterministic, hlzwever, then the con- 
ity hypothesis is unnecessary. 
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2. For all T(n) 2 n, euery deterministic d-dimensional machine with olre 
worktape head that runs in time T(n) can be simulated by a deterministic Turirig 
machine in space (T(n) log T(n ))d’(mf? 
Proof. Run the simulation in Section 3 for ‘-8” =1, 2, 3, . . . , searching 
unique accepting configuration and a unique rejecting configuration. 
for both a 
Like Paul, Prauss, and Reischuk [4], we can devise a simulation byr a time-boundcsd 
alternating Turing machine. 
Theorem 3. For all T(n), euery nondeterministic d-dimensional machine with one 
worktape head that runs in time T(n) can be simulated by an 
machine in time O(max (n, (‘T(n) log T(n ))d”d+“))a 
alternating Turing 
Proof. (Sketch). In the simukrtion in Section 3 make. the 
modifications. 
(i) Guess T(n) nondeterminIstically. 
(ii) Choose strategies existentially without imposing a R(?und 
following routine 
on space. 
(iii) Replace iterations through partitions of R and through enumerations of R’ 
and V’ by existential choices, 
(iv) When a strategy makes two procedure calls, choose both universally. 
The time analysis oi this mcdified simulation is identical to the space analysis of 
Section 4. 
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